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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Scalability and accuracy are well recognized challenges in deep
extreme multi-label learning where the objective is to train architectures for automatically annotating a data point with the most relevant subset of labels from an extremely large label set. This paper
develops the DeepXML framework that addresses these challenges
by decomposing the deep extreme multi-label task into four simpler
sub-tasks each of which can be trained accurately and efficiently.
Choosing different components for the four sub-tasks allows DeepXML to generate a family of algorithms with varying trade-offs
between accuracy and scalability. In particular, DeepXML yields the
Astec algorithm that could be 2-12% more accurate and 5-30× faster
to train than leading deep extreme classifiers on publically available short text datasets. Astec could also efficiently train on Bing
short text datasets containing up to 62 million labels while making
predictions for billions of users and data points per day on commodity hardware. This allowed Astec to be deployed on the Bing
search engine for a number of short text applications ranging from
matching user queries to advertiser bid phrases to showing personalized ads where it yielded significant gains in click-through-rates,
coverage, revenue and other online metrics over state-of-the-art
techniques currently in production. DeepXML’s code is available
at https://github.com/Extreme-classification/deepxml.

Extreme multi-label learning, large-scale learning, short-text, bidphrase recommendation, personalized ads

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Supervised
learning by classification.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Objective: This paper develops the DeepXML framework for deep
extreme multi-label learning where the goal is to train architectures
for automatically annotating a data point with the most relevant
subset of labels from an extremely large label set. Note that multilabel learning generalizes multi-class classification which aims to
predict a single mutually exclusive label. The objectives for developing DeepXML are threefold. First, DeepXML provides a framework
for how to think about deep extreme multi-label learning that can
not only be used to analyze seemingly disparate algorithms such
as XML-CNN [28] and MACH [32] but which can also be used
to derive significantly improved versions of such state-of-the-art
deep extreme classifiers. Second, DeepXML can generate a family
of new state-of-the-art algorithms obtained by combining various
types of feature architectures with different classifiers in a scalable
and accurate manner. In particular, DeepXML was used to derive
Astec (standing for an Accelerated Short Text Extreme Classifier)
which is specialized for extremely low-latency and high throughput
short text applications as it can make billions of predictions per
day and handle peak rates of up to a hundred and twenty thousand queries per second. Third, DeepXML provides an easy-to-use
modular framework in which practitioners can design architectures
for diverse applications by making minimal changes and simply
plugging in the components of their choice rather than going back

to the drawing board and designing a specialized architecture for
each application from scratch.
Short text applications: This paper focuses on the classification of short text documents, having just 3-10 words on average,
into millions of labels. In particular, this paper considers a range
of short text applications including matching user search engine
queries to advertiser bid phrases, predicting Wikipedia tags from a
document’s title, predicting frequently bought together products
from a given retail product’s name and showing personalized ads
based on the set of webpage titles in a user’s browsing history. Such
applications pose a number of additional challenges to deep extreme classifiers as compared to long text documents having up to
200 words on average. First, the deep extreme classifier is forced to
make predictions on the basis of just 3-10 words on average which
is a significantly harder task than long text document classification.
Second, short text corpora have fewer occurrences of each word
than long text corpora thereby leading to a paucity of training data.
For instance, the Bing datasets have millions of words which occur
at most twice in the training set and thus learning good quality embeddings for such rare words can be challenging. Third, low-latency
and high-throughput short text applications with billions of users
require predictions in milliseconds on a CPU to keep operating
and energy costs low. While these challenges seem daunting at the
extreme scale, it is nevertheless important to design solutions for
short text applications as they can benefit billions of people.
Challenges in deep extreme classification: Deep extreme
classifiers jointly learn a feature architecture with an extremely
large classification layer leading to the following challenges. First,
training and fine-tuning the feature architecture for millions of
labels can be computationally expensive and can also lead to learning poor quality representations when training data is scarce. Second, both the forward prediction pass as well as gradient backpropagation become infeasible if the classification layer has costs
that are linear in the number of labels (such as for a fully connected
output layer). One might be tempted to address these challenges
by replacing the classification layer with highly scalable non-deep
learning based extreme classifiers [19, 41] which reduce the costs
of the forward and backward pass to logarithmic in the number of
labels. This is achieved by learning a sub-linear search data structure based on graphs [19], trees [20, 24, 40–42, 50], hashes [46, 47]
or clustering [7] in a fixed feature space such as a bag-of-words representation or fixed pre-trained embeddings. Unfortunately, such
algorithms cannot be directly used to replace the classification layer
in the deep learning setting as the feature representation changes
with every mini-batch update. This necessitates the frequent recomputation or updation of the sub-linear search data structure on
the updated features which can be prohibitively expensive. As such,
deep learning presents additional statistical and computational
challenges to extreme classification.
DeepXML: DeepXML addresses these challenges by decomposing the deep extreme learning task into the following four sub-tasks
or modules each of which can be constrained to be learnt in log-time
while maintaining accuracy. In Module I, an intermediate feature
representation is learnt using an application-appropriate feature
architecture trained on a simpler surrogate task. The objective in
Module I is to efficiently learn a near-final feature representation

which can be fixed and used to eliminate all but a logarithmic number of the hardest negative labels for each data point. Then, in
Module II, a graph, tree, hash or clustering based sub-linear search
data structure is trained just once on the fixed intermediate features
to shortlist the hardest negative labels for each data point in logtime. The motivation is to reduce the problem for any given data
point from an extreme task with millions of labels to a traditional
classification task with just hundreds of labels. Note that this can
be achieved with minimal loss in accuracy as uninformative negative labels can be discarded since they don’t contribute to the final
solution [19]. Module III then transfers the intermediate features
to learn final features for the given extreme task subject to the
constraint that the final features don’t lie very far away from the
intermediate features. This is done so as to get all the accuracy
gains of fine-tuning for the task at hand while ensuring that the
hardest negatives continue to lie in the shortlisted label set. Module
IV jointly learns an extreme classifier along with the final features
in log-time using just the shortlisted labels. Varying the choices
for the component including the feature architecture, the surrogate
task, the sub-linear search data structure, the negative sampling procedure, the transfer mechanism and the extreme classifier leads to a
family of state-of-the-art algorithms including Astec, DECAF [36],
GalaXC [45], ECLARE [37], etc.
Astec: Astec was derived from DeepXML specifically for short
text applications. It employed a low capacity feature architecture
which could be learnt accurately from limited training data. This
allowed Astec to be 2-12% more accurate than leading deep extreme
classifiers on publicly available benchmark datasets while also being up to 20% more accurate than state-of-the-art techniques for
matching user queries to advertiser bid phrases on Bing datasets.
Furthermore, by leveraging the DeepXML framework, Astec could
be 5-30× faster to train than leading deep extreme classifiers and
could efficiently scale to problems involving 62 million labels. Finally, Astec could make predictions in milliseconds on a CPU and
could therefore make billions of predictions per day, with peak rates
of 120,000 queries per second, using commodity hardware. As a
result, Astec increased the click-through-rate by 6.5% over stateof-the-art techniques in production for showing personalized ads
based on the webpage titles and URLs in a user’s browsing history.
Similarly, Astec yielded an increase of 1.6% in revenue per thousand
queries, a 2.9% increase in match quality and an 8.6% increase in
query coverage over leading techniques in production for matching
user queries to advertiser bid phrases. These represent just two of
the multiple short text applications for which Astec resulted in a
significant increase in key metrics on Bing.

2

RELATED WORK

DeepXML and extreme Classification: Much progress has been
made in extreme classification [1–3, 7, 19–21, 24, 35, 40–42, 47, 50,
53, 54] for fixed representations such as bag-of-words features and
pre-trained embeddings. Unfortunately, these algorithms cannot be
used directly for deep extreme classification as the sub-linear search
data structure they rely on for scalability needs to be frequently
recomputed due to the change in features with every mini-batch
update. As a result, specialized deep extreme classifiers [10, 22,
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Figure 1: Astec’s architecture: Please refer to the text for details. Best viewed under magnification and in color.

28, 32, 51, 56, 57] have been developed and many of these can be
analysed and improved in the DeepXML framework.
Astec and short text extreme classification: Of particular
relevance to Astec and this paper are specialized extreme classifiers that have been developed for short text applications including
Slice [19] for recommending related queries on Bing and MACH [32]
for searching Amazon retail products. Slice is a highly scalable classifier for fixed pre-trained embeddings and, unfortunately, cannot
be used for deep extreme classification as already mentioned. Astec
could therefore be up to 20% more accurate than Slice on pre-trained
CDSSM [17], FastText [23] or BERT [13] embeddings (see Section 5).
Also note that Slice could always be incorporated into DeepXML’s
second module if desired. Furthermore, Astec can be seen as a
generalization of MACH when analyzed through the DeepXML
framework. In particular, MACH stops training after the first DeepXML module and therefore has to learn a large ensemble of base
classifiers to compensate. Astec could be up to 12% more accurate
and orders of magnitude faster to train as it learnt a single base
classifier by efficiently and accurately leveraging the DeepXML
framework with all four modules.
Short text applications: Apart from extreme classification,
four classes of techniques have been developed for matching user
queries to advertiser bid phrases and the other short text applications considered in this paper. The first class of techniques leverage
additional sources of information such as landing pages [52], web
search results and other queries [9] and are therefore beyond the
scope of this paper. The second class of techniques are based on
generative models [14, 26, 27, 58] that synthesize bid phrases for a
given query. Unfortunately, unconstrained synthesis can result in
poor quality bid phrases being generated while constraining them
through tries [27] or other approaches can limit bid phrase coverage.
The third class of techniques use graph neural networks, random
walks and other graph processing methods on the query-bid phrase,
query-url, query-token or query-query graphs [18, 33]. Features
based on such graphs can be readily incorporated into the DeepXML framework by leveraging graph neural networks in the first
and third modules [37, 45]. The fourth class of techniques embed
both queries and bid phrases into the same space using a Siamese
network [4, 12, 17, 44] or two-tower model [25, 55], and make predictions for a novel query by retrieving the nearest embedded bid
phrases with highest cosine similarity or other metrics. Section 5

demonstrates that Astec could yield significant improvements in
online metrics for multiple short text applications over large ensembles of state-of-the-art methods for each class of techniques,
that are currently in production in Bing.

3

THE DEEPXML FRAMEWORK

Notation: Let 𝐿 be the number of labels and 𝑉 be the vocabulary
size if the input is a text document. Each of the 𝑁 training points is
then represented as (x𝑖 , y𝑖 ), where x𝑖 is a data-point represented
either as a dense vector, sequence of tokens or sparse bag-of-tokens
depending on the application and y𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1}𝐿 is the ground
truth label vector with 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1 if label 𝑙 ∈ [𝐿] is relevant to data
point 𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = −1 otherwise.
Components: DeepXML has the following components. First,
a feature architecture Z that maps a data point x𝑖 onto a dense 𝐷
dimensional representation x̂𝑖 , i.e., Z : x𝑖 → x̂𝑖 ∈ R𝐷 . Second, a
surrogate objective to train intermediate feature representations.
Third, a sub-linear search structure and negative sampling procedure. Fourth, a transfer mechanism to obtain final feature representations and, finally, parameters W of a classifier model to make
final predictions. Section 4 includes efficient choices made by the
Astec algorithm for all these components.
Summary: Given a task-specific loss function ℓ that measures
the accuracy of a classifier model on a specific label, an ideal
training strategy would train Z, W jointly, taking into account
all positive and all negative labels of all 𝑁 training points, i.e., solve
arg min Z,W L (Z, W)

L (Z, W) =

𝑁 Õ
𝐿
Õ

ℓ (x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖𝑙 ; Z, W)

𝑖=1 𝑙=1

However, this strategy requires jointly learning Ω (𝑉 𝐷 + 𝐿𝐷) parameters (to describe Z and W) using the objective L for which
computing even a single gradient takes Ω (𝑁 𝐿𝐷) time (as the objective has 𝑁 𝐿 terms) and is prohibitive for even moderate scale
datasets. This remains true even if the objective uses a loss that
does not decompose over the labels such as the F-measure, etc. To
remedy this, DeepXML proposes a modular strategy that effectively
scales to tasks with millions of labels and data points. The core
idea is to solve a much cheaper “surrogate” task (in Module I) and
use this solution to identify (in Module II) shortlists N̂𝑖 of say
O (log 𝐿) negative labels for each data point 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ] (i.e., 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = −1
for all 𝑙 ∈ N̂𝑖 ) that offer a good approximation to the objective, i.e.,
for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ], it is the case that
Õ
𝑙:𝑦𝑖𝑙 =−1

ℓ (x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖𝑙 ; Z, W) ≈

Õ

ℓ (x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖𝑙 ; Z, W).

𝑙 ∈ N̂𝑖

For example, if using a margin loss function such as the hinge loss,
a shortlist of all margin violator negative labels would suffice. More
generally, since these labels are expected to incur high loss values
and also be most likely to be confused for a positive label, they are
commonly referred to as hard negatives [19]. After performing a
feature transfer from the surrogate to the original task (in Module
III), final training is done (in Module IV) to learn Z, W by solving

a much less expensive optimization problem with the objective L̂
L̂ (Z, W) =

𝑁
Õ

Õ

ℓ (x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖𝑙 ; Z, W),

𝑖=1 𝑙 ∈ N̂𝑖 ∪P𝑖

where for any 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ], P𝑖 := {𝑙 : 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1} denotes the set of
positive labels of that data point. Minimizing L̂ (Z, W) is expected
to yield parameters that resemble those obtained by minimizing
L (Z, W) due to the way hard negatives are designed. However,
each module in the DeepXML framework can be executed in no
more than O (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿) time if careful choices are made. Finally,
note that DeepXML supports learning an ensemble of multiple
learners by training them from scratch or else simply training a
re-ranker to cut down the training costs (See section 4).
Flexibility: DeepXML offers the flexibility of tackling a range of
disparate applications with diverse inputs ranging from documents
to images to graphs by letting practitioners plug in the components
of their choice with minimal effort and without having to redesign
the entire architecture from scratch for each application. Various
feature architectures, ranging from convolutions to transformers, as
well as classifier architectures, ranging from 1-vs-All to trees, can be
plugged in depending on the accuracy and scalability requirements.
Furthermore, DeepXML offers the flexibility of using diverse types
of deep extreme classifiers, ranging from XML-CNN to MACH,
by casting them in the proposed framework. Finally, DeepXML
also offers the flexibility to incorporate metadata such as label
features [36] or label correlations [37] into the various modules to
obtain superior performance. This allowed DeepXML to be used for
a number of applications including text ads, product ads, rich ads,
native ads, retail product recommendation, news recommendation,
personalized query recommendation, etc.

3.1

Module I: Intermediate representation

In this module, an intermediate feature architecture Z 0 is trained
using a surrogate task. Several considerations need to be kept in
mind while choosing a feature architecture and surrogate task. The
feature architecture Z 0 should be trainable from available data
especially with respect to rare tokens and rare labels. Z 0 should
also be able to efficiently embed data points x𝑖 ↦→ x̂𝑖0 , ideally in
time O (𝑐𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿) where 𝑐 is some constant depending on the
architecture, to satisfy the requirements of low-latency and highthroughput applications. Simultaneously, the surrogate task should
be solvable faster than solving arg min Z,W L (Z, W), ideally offering gradient computations in time O (𝑐𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿). It should also
promote learning of a feature architecture Z 0 whose data point
representations, say x̂𝑖0 = Z 0 (x𝑖 ), closely resemble those offered
by Z, say x̂𝑖 = Z(x𝑖 ). Recall that Z is the feature architecture that
could have been learnt by directly solving arg min Z,W L (Z, W).
Doing so ensures that x̂𝑖0 and x̂𝑖 have approximately the same nearest neighbors and label shortlists generated using x̂𝑖0 (in Module II)
are apt proxies for those that could have been generated using x̂𝑖 .
The feature architecture Z 0 may be learnt in several ways. Unsupervised surrogate tasks include skip-gram models [23, 34], next
sentence prediction [13], masked language modeling [13], and multitask learning [29]. While scalable, architectures learnt using unsupervised training may lie far away from, and were empirically found

to be 4-5% less accurate than, those learnt using supervised training (see Table 6 in the supplementary material). Supervised learning
techniques cut down the training cost by reducing the effective
number of labels to 𝐿ˆ ≪ 𝐿. This can be implicitly done by sampling
a small sub-set of labels in an online manner, say by mini-batch negative sampling [15], or explicitly by label selection, label projection
or label clustering. Label selection methods [5, 8] select a subset of
labels 𝔏 but were found to offer sub-optimal accuracies. These methods suffer from poor token coverage:
if the set of data points tagged

with at least one label in 𝔏, i.e., 𝑖 : 𝑦𝑖 𝑗 = +1 for any 𝑗 ∈ 𝔏 do not
cover all vocabulary tokens, then either pre-trained token embeddings have to be externally sourced or else performance may suffer.
Ensuring perfect token coverage is usually challenging – nearly 1M
labels had to be selected in order to cover 95% of the vocabulary on
the Q2B-3M dataset which defeats the very purpose of creating a
surrogate task. Low-rank projection methods [7, 32, 35, 47] project
ˆ
labels on to a low-dimensional space as ŷ𝑖 = Py𝑖 , where P ∈ R𝐿×𝐿
is a projection matrix. These are theoretically well understood but
offered accuracies similar to label selection approaches in our experiments. Label clustering approaches [24, 36, 41, 46, 56] cluster
labels and treat each cluster as a meta label using either explicit
label features (using state-of-the-art encoders [13, 23]) or else using indirect label representations [19, 41]. Label clustering-based
approaches were found to offer the best performance in the experiments reported in section 5 but other approaches might be more
suitable for other applications.

3.2

Module II: Negative sampling

In this module, Z 0 is used to obtain intermediate representations
x̂𝑖0 = Z 0 (x𝑖 ) for all data points which are then used to obtain
shortlists N̂𝑖 ⊂ [𝐿] of the O (log 𝐿) most confusing or “hardest”
negative labels, for every data point 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ]. Such deliberate hard
negative mining outperforms cheaper alternatives such as minibatch sampling [15], or sampling negatives from the power law
distribution [34] (see Fig. 2 in the supplementary material). This is
because the probability of choosing the most confusing negative
labels is negligible when the number of labels is in the millions. Two
main considerations need to be kept in mind while creating these
shortlists. First, the shortlist should contain negative labels most
likely to be confused for positive labels to offer concise and directed
signals while training the classifiers. Second, the shortlist should
be computable for every data point 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ] in time sub-linear
in 𝐿. Several options exist including those based on graphs [19,
31], trees [24, 41, 46], clusters [36, 56] or hashing [7, 32, 43] that
achieve sub-linear time negative sampling when working with fixed
features. Note that it is possible to reuse the same data structure to
shortlist O (log 𝐿) labels during prediction as well.

3.3

Module III: Transfer learning

In this module, the final form of the feature architecture Z is created
by adapting the intermediate architecture Z 0 . A non-trivial transfer
may be required since Z 0 is tuned for the surrogate task and not
the original task. If this transfer involves any re-parametrization,
any free parameters thus introduced are either trained separately
or else fine-tuned jointly in Module-IV (see below). Three main considerations need to be kept in mind while performing this feature

transfer. First, Z should not impose significant computational overhead as compared to Z 0 . Second, additional parameters introduced
in Z should be trainable from available training data, especially
with respect to rare tokens, in time O (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿). Finally, feature
representations offered by Z should not lie too far away from
those offered by Z 0 so that hard negatives discovered in Module
II continue to remain relevant for classifier training. Sophisticated
transfer learning techniques [39, 45, 48, 49] could be deployed in
this module and in particular, a method aiming for higher accuracies could choose to fine-tune Z in its entirety across Modules I-IV,
albeit at greater computational expense.

3.4

arg min Z 0 ,Ŵ

Module IV: Classifier learning

𝑁
Õ

Õ

ℓ (x𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖𝑙 ; Z, W)

𝑖=1 𝑙 ∈ N̂𝑖 ∪P𝑖

Various classifiers including 1-vs-All [2, 3, 19, 24, 41, 56], tree [20, 22,
42, 50] or 𝑘-NN [7, 47] classifiers may serve as suitable choices. Note
that for most commonly used loss functions, computing gradients
∇ L̂ takes only O (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿) time since data points typically contain only logarithmically many positive labels, i.e., |P𝑖 | ≈ O (log 𝐿)
and N̂𝑖 ≤ O (log 𝐿) by design. Modules I and IV can use distinct
loss functions aimed at promoting recall and precision respectively.

4

𝑁 Õ
𝐿ˆ
Õ




log 1 + exp −𝑦ˆ𝑖𝑘 · ŵ𝑘⊤ x̂𝑖0

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑘=1

In this module, the classifier’s parameters W (and optionally, any
free parameters in Z) are (jointly) learnt using an approximate
objective that considers only the positive labels of a data point, i.e.,
P𝑖 := {𝑙 : 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1} and the shortlisted negative labels N̂𝑖 .
L̂ (Z, W) =

were obtained. These clusters were treated as meta-labels and new
ˆ
(meta) label vectors ŷ𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1}𝐿 were created for each training document as 𝑦ˆ𝑖𝑘 = +1 for documents 𝑖 tagged with at least
one label in cluster 𝑘 and 𝑦ˆ𝑖𝑘 = −1 otherwise. Using label correlations for improved clustering led to a 2% improvement in recall
as compared to Parabel’s clusters which ignored label correlations.
Predicting the relevant clusters for a given document was taken as
the surrogate task for Module I. 1-vs-All classifiers, parametrized as
ˆ
Ŵ = [ ŵ1, . . . , ŵ𝐿ˆ ] ∈ R𝐷×𝐿 and Z 0 were trained jointly by solving

THE ASTEC ALGORITHM

Module I: Astec uses the following feature architecture that can
be learnt from limited training data and be computed in 30 𝜇𝑠 on
a CPU thereby meeting the accuracy and latency requirements of
short text applications. In particular, Astec operates with sparse
bag-of-words representations for documents, i.e. x𝑖 ∈ R𝑉 , and
learns 𝐷 dimensional embeddings for each vocabulary token e𝑡 ∈
R𝐷 : 𝑡 ∈ [𝑉 ]. The intermediate features used by Astec areof the
Í
form x̂0 := Z 0 (x) = v + 𝛿v where v := ReLU 𝑉𝑡=1 𝑥𝑡 · e𝑡 , i.e. a
ReLU non-linearity over the TF-IDF weighted linear combination
of the learnt token embeddings, and 𝛿v := ReLU(R0 v) where R0 ∈
R𝐷×𝐷 is a residual matrix. The final features are of the form x̂ :=
Z(x) = v + Δv where Δv := ReLU(Rv) and R ∈ R𝐷×𝐷 . Note that
Z 0 (x) and Z(x) share the component v and only differ in the
residual component 𝛿v, Δv. Restricting the spectral norms of R0
and R encourages a high fidelity transfer in Module III, i.e., x̂ ≈ x̂0 .
Thus, Astec’s feature architectures Z 0, Z are parametrized using
token embeddings E = [e1, . . . , e𝑉 ] ∈ R𝐷×𝑉 and R0, R ∈ R𝐷×𝐷 .
Astec adopts label clustering for its surrogate task as this was
empirically observed to lead to the highest classification accuracies
while keeping training time to within a few hours on a single GPU
𝜇ˆ 𝑠

across all datasets in Table 1. Label centroids, defined as 𝜇 𝑙𝑠 = 𝜇ˆ 𝑠𝑙 ,
∥ 𝑙 ∥2
Í
were used to cluster the labels, where, 𝜇ˆ 𝑙𝑠 = | P1 | 𝑖 ∈ P𝑙 x𝑖 , and
𝑙
P𝑙 := {𝑖 : 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1} is the set of documents for which label 𝑙 is
relevant. The balanced 2-means++ algorithm [41] was used to recursively cluster the labels into balanced partitions until 𝐿ˆ clusters

subject to the constraint supu≠0 R0 u 2 /∥u∥ 2 ≤ 𝜆, and with x̂𝑖0 =
Z 0 (x𝑖 ). Note that Ŵ, R0 are distinct from their counterparts W, R
used to solve the original task in Module IV. Indeed, Ŵ, R0 were
summarily discarded after completion of Module I. However, E
was shared by Z 0 and Z and hence, retained. The power iteration
method [38] was used to constrain the spectral norm of R0 . Adding
dropout after each ReLU layer was found to be as effective as using
Í
an explicit regularizer 12 𝑙 ŵ𝑙⊤ ŵ𝑙 . Using 𝐿ˆ ≤ O (log 𝐿), efficient
parallelization on a GPU and the Adam optimizer controlled the
complexity of the surrogate task. In practice, Z 0 could be trained
in a couple of hours on a single GPU across all datasets in Table 1.
Module II: The sampling cost of techniques discussed in Section 3.2 can be larger than 𝑂 (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿) if document features x̂𝑖0
keep changing during training due to Z 0 getting updated with each
mini-batch. Astec tackles this challenge by freezing the intermediate representations after completion of Module I before training a
sub-linear search data structure to discover hard negatives using
multiple label representations. For simplicity, Astec utilizes v to
sample hard negatives which were found to be just as effective as
those sampled using x̂0 . A four-step procedure was adopted to sample hard negatives. First, multiple representations were computed
for each label (refer to section A.4 in the supplementary material).
Then, two Approximate Nearest Neighbour Structures (ANNS) [31]
were deployed: ANNS𝑥 over {v𝑖 : 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ]} and ANNS𝜇 over label
Í
𝜇ˆ 0
representations defined as 𝜇 𝑙0 = 0𝑙 where 𝜇ˆ 𝑙0 = | P1 | 𝑖 ∈ P𝑙 v𝑖 .
𝜇ˆ 𝑙

𝑙

2

Recall that v𝑖 is the component shared by x̂𝑖0 and x̂𝑖 . The graphs
were queried to generate
 O (log 𝐿) ≤ 500 negative labels for each
𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ] as: (a) N̂𝑖𝑥 = 𝑙 : 𝑗 ∈ ANNS𝑥 (v𝑖 ), 𝑦 𝑗𝑙 = +1, 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = −1 , and
n
o
𝜇
(b) N̂𝑖 = 𝑙 : 𝜇 𝑙0 ∈ ANNS𝜇 (v𝑖 ), 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = −1 . Adding O (log 𝐿) ≤ 50
random negatives to the shortlist (to account for minor distortions
between v𝑖 and x̂𝑖 ) increased prediction accuracy.
Astec’s shortlisting strategy could recall 5% more relevant labels and the overall predictions could be 13% more accurate than
Slice. Theorem 1 indicates that it was justified to generate ANNS
shortlists using v𝑖 rather than the final features, i.e. x̂𝑖 . This was
also empirically validated as more than 87% overlap was observed
between the label shortlists computed on v𝑖 and those computed
on x̂𝑖 . Astec’s negative sampling step incurs a cost of 𝑂 (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿),
assuming 𝑁 ≤ 𝐿 O (1) and took only a few minutes on most datasets
and at most 2 hours on the AmazonTitles and Q2B datasets with up
to 3 million labels. Note that the shortlist could be further extended

with the labels selected based on explicit label features, however
label features are beyond the scope of Astec.
Theorem 1. Let 𝜆 be the spectral norm of R, P𝑙 = {𝑖 |𝑦p
𝑖𝑙 = +1} be
the set of positive training points for the label 𝑙, 𝜖𝑙 = (1 +𝜆 |P𝑙 |) 2 − 1,
and 𝜇 𝑙 be the label representation that could have been computed
Í
𝜇ˆ
using final features as 𝜇 𝑙 = 𝜇ˆ 𝑙 where 𝜇ˆ 𝑙 = | P1 | 𝑖 ∈ P𝑙 x̂𝑖 and
𝑙
∥ 𝑙 ∥2
x̂𝑖 = Z(x). Then: (a) ∥ x̂𝑖 − v𝑖 ∥ 2 ≤ 𝜆 ∥v𝑖 ∥ 2 ∀𝑖, i.e. the final and
intermediate features for any document can be brought arbitrarily
close by restricting 𝜆; and (b)

𝐶 (v𝑖 ,𝜇𝜇 𝑙0 )
≤ 𝐶 ( x̂𝑖 , 𝜇 𝑙 ) ≤ 𝐶 (v𝑖 , 𝜇 𝑙0 ) +𝜖𝑙 , i.e.
1+𝜖𝑙
⊤b
a
:= ∥a ∥ ∥b ∥ used in the ANNS algorithm
2
2

the cosine similarity 𝐶 (a, b)
to determine the similarity between any document 𝑖 and label 𝑙 can
also be made arbitrarily close between the intermediate and final
representations by restricting 𝜆, the spectral norm of R. [Please refer
to A.6 in the supplementary material for a proof.]

Module III: Astec uses a final feature representation of the form
x̂ := Z(x) = v+Δv, where v is shared with Z 0 and Δv = ReLU(Rv)
for a residual matrix R. Note that R is distinct from the residual
matrix R0 used in Z 0 . Since 𝐷 2 ≪ 𝑉 𝐷, this introduced a negligible
increase in model parameters and computational complexity and
Δv could be computed in under 10 𝜇𝑠 on a CPU thereby meeting the
low-latency constraints. The spectral norm of R was restricted to be
no greater than 𝜆 ≤ 1 to ensure that feature representations offered
by Z did not lie far away from those offered by Z 0 (see Theorem 1).
Prediction accuracy was observed to degrade if the spectral norm
was not restricted or if the residual block was replaced by a fully
connected block [32] since such steps allowed the final features to
drift away from the intermediate features.
Module IV: Astec adopts the high capacity 1-vs-All classifier
model and learns a 𝐷-dimensional classifier per label. Thus, its
classifier is parametrized as W = [w1, . . . , w𝐿 ] ∈ R𝐷×𝐿 . The
classifier and residual block R present in Z were jointly trained
in 𝑂 (𝑁 𝐷 log 𝐿) time by restricting training to the positive and
shortlisted negative labels for each data point. Specifically, for any
𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ], let P𝑖 := {𝑙 : 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1} be the set of positive labels of the
𝜇
data point, N̂𝑖 = N̂𝑖 ∪ N̂𝑖𝑧 be the negative labels shortlisted in
Module II and let Ŝ𝑖 := N̂𝑖 ∪ P𝑖 . Then the approximate objective
arg minR,W L̂ (R, W) was solved where

L̂ (R, W) =

𝑁 Õ
Õ




log 1 + exp −𝑦𝑖𝑙 · w𝑙⊤ x̂𝑖 ,

𝑖=1 𝑙 ∈ Ŝ𝑖

subject to the constraint supu≠0 ∥Ru∥ 2 /∥u∥ 2 ≤ 𝜆, where W =
[w1, . . . , w𝐿 ] ∈ R𝐷×𝐿 are the 1-vs-All classifiers and x̂𝑖 = Z(x𝑖 ).
This formulation could be optimized efficiently using the Adam
optimizer on a single P40 GPU in 0.25–5 hours on the datasets
considered in this paper.
Re-ranking the labels: Astec improves its accuracy by learning
a novel re-ranker as follows. Astec’s predictions ŷ𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1}𝐿
were obtained for each training point 𝑖. Excluding the true positives
yielded a shortlist of negative labels that Astec found the most
confusing for each point. A re-ranker was then trained to eliminate

e e
these mis-predictions by optimizing arg min Z,
eW
e L̃ ( Z, W) where
e W)
e =
L̃ ( Z,

𝑁 Õ
Õ




log 1 + exp −𝑦𝑖𝑙 · w
e𝑙⊤e
x𝑖 ,

𝑖=1 𝑙 ∈ S
e𝑖

e 𝑖 ) and Z
e𝑖 = {𝑙 : 𝑦𝑖𝑙 = +1} ∪ {𝑙 : 𝑦ˆ𝑖𝑙 = +1}, e
e had
where S
x𝑖 = Z(x
an architecture similar to Z but with independent parameters e
E, e
R.
This increased accuracy by 1–3% with comparatively larger gains
on larger datasets, with only a 10–20% increase in training time.
Log-time prediction: Astec meets the latency requirements
of online short text applications on even the largest datasets by
making predictions in 𝑂 (𝐷 2 + 𝐷 log 𝐿) time. Given a test document
x ∈ R𝑉 , the 𝑂 (log 𝐿) most relevant labels Ŝ := N 𝜇 ∪ N 𝑥 along
with their
scores 𝑠 𝑙 (v) were shortlisted using v :=
Í base similarity

𝑉
𝐷
ReLU 𝑡 =1 𝑥𝑡 · e𝑡 ∈ R . Next, the final features x̂ = Z(x) and
1-vs-All classifiers were used to yield scores 𝑦ˆ𝑙 = 𝛼𝜎 (w𝑙⊤ x̂) + (1 −
𝛼)𝜎 (𝑠 𝑙 (v)) for shortlisted labels 𝑙 ∈ Ŝ and 𝑦ˆ𝑙 = 0 otherwise where
𝜎 is the sigmoid function and 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter. Final
predictions were given by linearly combining the re-ranker scores
𝑦𝑙
𝑦˜𝑙 = 𝜎 (e
w𝑙⊤e
x) with the base similarity scores as 𝑦𝑙 = 𝛽𝑦ˆ𝑙 + (1 − 𝛽)e
if 𝑙 ∈ Ŝ and 𝑦𝑙 = 0 otherwise, using a hyper-parameter 𝛽 ∈ [0, 1].

5

EXPERIMENTS

Datasets: Results are presented on publically available benchmark
short text datasets with up to 3 million labels for predicting frequently bought together Amazon items based on just the product
title (AmazonTitles-670K and AmazonTitles-3M) as well as using a
Wikipedia article’s title to predict it’s Wikipedia tags (WikiTitles500K) as well as its related Wikipedia articles (WikiSeeAlsoTitles350K). All datasets are available on the Extreme Classification Repository [6]. Note that, even though the focus of this paper is on short
text applications and Astec has been designed keeping their specific
requirements in mind, results on benchmark long text datasets are
presented in the supplementary material for completeness. Results
are also presented on a proprietary Bing dataset with 3 million
labels and 21 million training points for matching user queries to
advertiser bid phrases (Q2B-3M). The dataset was created by mining Bing’s click logs where each user’s query was treated as a data
point and clicked advertiser bid phrases became its labels. Table 3
in the supplementary material presents the data set statistics.
XML baselines: The focus of this paper is on comparing Astec
to MACH [32] and Slice [19] as they have been specifically designed for short text applications. Astec was also compared to other
leading deep extreme classifiers including XML-CNN [28], XTransformers [11] and AttentionXML [56]. Furthermore, for the sake of
completeness, results are presented for non-deep extreme classifiers including XT [50], DiSMEC [2], PfastreXML [20], Parabel [41],
Bonsai [24] and AnneXML [47]. Implementations of all the baseline
algorithms were provided by their authors. The hyper-parameters
of these algorithms were set as suggested by their authors wherever
applicable and by fine-grained validation otherwise. Results are
only presented for those datasets to which an implementation could
scale. Results could therefore not be reported for XTransformers
as it could not be trained on any of the datasets on a single GPU
in a week. As is customary in extreme classification, results are

Table 1: Astec could be significantly more accurate and scalable than leading deep extreme classifiers including MACH,
XML-CNN and AttentionXML on publicly available benchmark datasets. Astec was also found to outperform leading
methods designed to match user queries to bid phrases on
the Q2B-3M dataset. Results for other methods and metrics
are presented in the supplementary material.
Method

P@1

P@3

Astec
Parabel
Slice+CDSSM
Seq2Seq
Simrank++

73.37
54.29
53.23
28.25
52.70

33.91
27.15
27.53
13.06
29.69

P@5

PSP@3

PSP@5

Training
Time (hr)

85.13
61.66
64.51
17.59
41.67

90.42
68.61
74.14
15.42
39.36

15.59
3.52
4.71
25.00

31.71
32.07
25.79
26.84
25.81
28.39
27.61
28.41
28.67

1.29
3.85
6.41
23.52
0.22
37.50
0.09
0.53
11.74

20.60
20.94
9.46
14.94
17.55
18.75

4.38
13.04
40.48
0.64
1.54
9.90

13.94
14.04
7.54
11.15
12.74
8.15
9.96
11.07
10.74

1.47
4.36
7.44
14.25
0.22
30.44
0.06
0.46
6.62

18.95
19.30
8.35
14.98
15.33
14.22
16.16
16.90
15.43

4.45
13.04
23.65
55.21
0.54
102.43
0.34
2.94
23.94

Q2B-3M
21.67
17.94
18.56
8.02
19.33

AmazonTitles-670K
Astec
Astec-3
MACH
XML-CNN
Slice+fastText
AttentionXML
Parabel
Bonsai
DiSMEC

39.97
40.63
34.92
35.02
33.85
37.92
38.00
38.46
38.12

35.73
36.22
31.18
31.37
30.07
33.73
33.54
33.91
34.03

Astec
Astec-3
MACH
SLICE+fastText
Parabel
Bonsai

47.64
48.74
37.10
35.39
46.42
46.89

44.66
45.70
33.57
33.33
43.81
44.38

Astec
Astec-3
MACH
XML-CNN
Slice+fastText
AttentionXML
Parabel
Bonsai
DiSMEC

20.42
20.61
14.79
17.75
18.13
15.86
17.24
17.95
16.61

32.59
33.00
28.56
28.45
26.97
30.57
30.10
30.53
31.15

29.79
30.17
23.14
24.93
24.15
26.43
25.57
26.19
25.46

AmazonTitles-3M
42.36
43.31
31.33
31.74
41.71
42.30

18.59
18.89
8.61
13.37
15.58
16.66

WikiSeeAlsoTitles-350K
14.44
14.58
9.57
12.34
12.87
10.43
11.61
12.27
11.57

11.39
11.49
7.13
9.73
10.29
8.01
8.92
9.56
9.14

12.05
12.16
7.02
9.72
10.78
7.20
8.83
9.68
9.19

WikiTitles-500K
Astec
Astec-3
MACH
XML-CNN
Slice+fastText
AttentionXML
Parabel
Bonsai
DiSMEC

46.01
46.60
33.74
43.45
28.07
42.89
42.50
42.60
39.89

25.62
26.03
15.62
23.24
16.78
22.71
23.04
23.08
21.23

18.18
18.50
10.41
16.53
12.28
15.89
16.21
16.25
14.96

18.59
18.90
8.98
14.74
14.69
14.32
16.12
16.85
15.15

presented for not only Astec but also an ensemble with 3 learners
referred to as Astec-3. Astec’s hyper-parameters and their settings
on various datasets are discussed in the supplementary material.
Bing baselines: The online flight results revealed the gains
that Astec was able to achieve when added to a large ensemble

of state-of-the-art techniques currently running in production on
Bing including many leading techniques for query synthesis (constrained and unconstrained), graph based techniques (graph neural
networks, random walks, sessions based methods, etc.), embedding
methods (Siamese networks and two-tower models), extreme classifiers as well as techniques that leverage additional information
(refer to Section 2). Offline results for some of these techniques
such as Simrank++ [18] and a BERT based sequence-to-sequence
constrained synthesis model [13, 27] are presented on the Q2B-3M
dataset for matching queries to bid phrases.
Evaluation metrics: Performance was evaluated using precision@𝑘 (P@𝑘), and propensity scored precision@𝑘 (PSP@𝑘) which
have been widely used in the extreme classification literature [2, 20].
Results on additional metrics such as nDCG@𝑘 (N@𝑘) and propensity scored nDCG@𝑘 (PSN@𝑘) have been included in supplementary material which also contains the definitions of all the metrics.
All training times have been reported on a 24-core Intel Xeon 2.6
GHz machine with a single Nvidia P40 GPU unless stated otherwise.
Table 1 - Offline results: Astec’s main competitors were Slice
and MACH as they are extreme classifiers that have been developed
for low-latency short text applications since their features could be
extracted in milliseconds on a CPU while all other architectures required a GPU. Slice is not a deep learning method and was therefore
trained on the same FastText embeddings that were used to initialize
Astec. Nevertheless, Astec was 2.29-17.94% more accurate than Slice
and 5.05-12.27% more accurate than MACH on the publically available Repository datasets and 20.14% more accurate than Slice on the
Bing Q2B-3M dataset. Unfortunately, MACH could not be trained
on the Q2B-3M dataset in a week on a single GPU whereas Astec
could be trained in 13 hours. On the Repository datasets, Astec was
5-9× faster to train than MACH. Similarly, none of the other deep
extreme classifiers could be trained on the AmazonTitles-3M and
Q2B-3M datasets. On the smaller datasets, Astec was 2.05-4.56%
more accurate and 9-29× faster to train than AttentionXML and
XML-CNN respectively. Furthermore, Astec was at least 19% more
accurate than all other methods on the Bing Q2B-3M dataset including SimRank++ and a BERT based sequence-to-sequence model
that had been specifically designed for matching queries to bid
phrases. These results demonstrate that Astec’s features could be
learnt accurately from limited training data and that the DeepXML
framework enabled Astec to be significantly more scalable than all
other deep extreme classifiers. Finally, for the sake of completeness,
Astec was compared to non-deep learning extreme classifiers on
the Repository datasets where it could be up to 6.12% more accurate
and this increased marginally to 6.77% for the Astec-3 ensemble.
Online results from Bing flights: Astec was able to efficiently
train in 20 hours on 4×P40 GPUs on various Bing internal datasets
with up to 62 million labels that were far beyond the scaling capabilities of all other deep extreme classifiers. Furthermore, Astec’s
features could be extracted in microseconds on a CPU and its overall
predictions made in a few milliseconds allowing it to make billions
of predictions per day at peak rates of 120,000 queries per second on
commodity hardware. This allowed Astec to be flighted for multiple
short text applications on Bing with extremely low-latencies and
high-throughputs including text ads, product ads, rich ads, native
ads, retail product recommendation, news recommendation, personalized query recommendation, etc. Unfortunately, due to space

Table 2: Astec’s predicted bid phrases for the user query
"what is diabetes type 2" are more accurate and diverse as
compared to leading methods (M1–M3) in Bing. All mispredictions have been italicized.
Method

Predictions

Astec

definition diabetes type 2, what causes type 2 diabetes,
do i have type 2 diabetes, what is type 2 diabetes mellitus
what are the causes of diabetes type 2, type 2 diabetes

M1

what is type ii diabetes, whats type 2 diabetes

M2

type 2 diabetes

M3

what is type 2 diabetes, what is type 1 and type 2 diabetes,
type 2 diabetes, what is email marketing, what is ptsd2
what is anemia, what is radiation therapy

constraints, online results when Astec was added to the ensemble
of state-of-the-art techniques currently in production can only be
presented for just two of these applications.
Personalized ads: Billions of users were shown personalized
ads as they surfed the web based on their browsing history in the
first application. Each user’s intent was represented by the set of
queries that the user could have potentially asked on Bing to reach
the last 𝐾 webpages that they had browsed. Astec was used to
predict the set of Bing queries from each visited webpage’s title in
milliseconds. A GRU was used to model the user’s last 𝐾 states in
near real time. The GRU was then used to select a single predicted
query that was passed through the Bing pipeline to show ads to the
user. Human expert evaluation revealed that Astec increased the
number of excellent predictions by more than 20% while reducing
the number of fair and poor predictions by more than 10% as compared to the ensemble in production containing leading extreme
classification, deep learning and IR techniques. Astec was also able
to achieve 100% coverage when deployed online by making predictions for all visited webpages for all users within the latency
and throughput constraints. This allowed Astec to increase the
click-through-rate by 6.5% and revenue by more than 5%. Table 8
in the supplementary material shows examples comparing Astec’s
predictions to those of traditional approaches and demonstrates
Astec’s benefits over the state-of-the-art.
Matching queries to bid phrases: Astec treated each user’s
query as input and each advertiser bid phrase as a separate label
in order to predict the set of bid phrases that could be matched
to the user’s query to show ads on Bing. Astec’s offline accuracy
was 19% higher than that of other approaches (see Table 1). This
translated into an increase of 1.6% in revenue per thousand queries,
2.9% in match quality and 8.6% increase in query coverage over a
large ensemble of state-of-the-art techniques when deployed online.
Table 2 lists Astec’s predicted bid phrases for the query “what is
diabetes type”. As can be seen, Astec’s predictions could be more
accurate and diverse than those of other methods which could fixate
on the phrase “what is” and thereby make many mispredictions.
Ablations: Table 6 in the supplementary material presents the
ablation results for each module validating Astec’s design choices.
First, much progress has been made in both designing and speeding
up feature architectures such as BERT [13], Roberta [30], etc. that

can easily be incorporated into the DeepXML framework, if desired.
Unfortunately, doing so did not lead to accuracy gains on the short
text extreme datasets and Astec’s features were demonstrated to be
at least 2% more accurate than those based on CNNs [28], MLPs [32]
and BERT [13]. This indicates that Astec’s features were more suitable for short text extreme classification and that more research is
required on how to train and fine-tune transformer and other architectures when many features and labels have very limited training
data. Second, training on Astec’s surrogate task was demonstrated
to be 1-4% more accurate than training using self-supervision, label
selection or label low-rank projection indicating the suitability of
label clustering and the importance of a well designed surrogate
task. Third, it was demonstrated that the negative sampling strategy
proposed in Astec could be 13% more accurate than the strategy
in Slice. This further highlights the differences between Astec and
Slice and indicates that, even if Slice could somehow have been
trained jointly along with Astec’s features, it would still have been
significantly inferior to Astec. Finally, it was demonstrated that
Astec’s performance could not be further improved by replacing
its classifier with alternatives such as DiSMEC or Parabel.
State-of-the-art algorithms in the DeepXML framework:
DeepXML could be used to analyze and improve leading deep extreme classifiers thereby demonstrating its generality and usefulness. For instance, both XML-CNN and MACH could be recast into
the DeepXML framework by replacing Astec’s feature architecture
by their CNN or MLP features. This led to accuracy gains of 1.8%
and 2.4% and training speedups of 10× and 5× for XML-CNN and
MACH respectively (see Table 4 in the supplementary material).
Note that the original MACH algorithm stops training after the
first DeepXML module, i.e., after it has learnt its MLP features on
the surrogate task, and therefore compensates by learning a large
ensemble. Casting MACH into DeepXML allowed it to improve
accuracy by fine-tuning its features for the extreme task at hand
while speeding up training by learning just a single learner rather
than an ensemble of 32 learners. Similarly, DeepXML increased
XML-CNN’s accuracy by fine-tuning its CNN features through the
residual block in the third module and speeded up training by replacing its fully connected output layer with 𝑂 (𝐿) complexity by a
1-vs-some classifier with 𝑂 (log 𝐿) complexity in the fourth module. It should be reiterated that Astec’s performance continued to
remain superior to that of the improved MACH and XML-CNN.
Vision task: While the primary focus of this paper is on short
text applications, DeepXML was also applied to a vision task to
demonstrate its ease-of-use and generality. Table 9 in the supplementary material presents results for classifying a retail item’s
image into its product categories from the AmazonCat-13K dataset
available on the Repository. DeepXML made only a minor modification in Astec by replacing its feature architecture by ResNet18 [16]
while leaving everything else unchanged. Pre-trained ResNet18
features were also used to train Slice, MACH, Parabel and DiSMEC. Nevertheless, DeepXML was 4-29% more accurate than these
methods thereby demonstrating its flexibility.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper developed the modular DeepXML framework that was
used to: (a) derive the Astec algorithm for low-latency short text

applications; (b) analyse and improve leading deep extreme classifiers; and (c) provide a convenient and flexible tool for practitioners
to plug in components of their choice with minimal effort for tackling diverse applications. Furthermore, Astec was demonstrated to
be significantly more accurate and scalable than leading extreme
classifiers for short text documents and could lead to significant
gains in various online metrics for multiple applications on Bing.
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